Announcement To My Dear readers

Hey there, guys. This is just to inform you of my decision to update Phoenix: Death Wish using
PDF files. This will require you to have access to a PDF reader (which I'm sure most of you
have) such as Adobe Acrobat Reader. I'm doing this simply to ease myself the burden of
converting my Microsoft Word documents to an HTML format that everyone can read and
enjoy - whether they're running a Microsoft system or not.

Sure I know there are automatic HTML converters out there (I've used several in the past),
but they tend to lose formatting at times and I still find myself having to clean up HTML code
at the end. The least stressful solution is to use PDF files which Nifty now allows. And the
best part is that I can make use of fonts (like the one I used in the title) as I please and not
have to worry about people not having them :D Maybe even pictures :D I tell you those
features will come in handy for characters like Rune and Tarot. Observe...
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See how much more effective it'll be whenever they have to perform a rune or tarot spread? A
picture speaks a thousand words and somehow I don't think I'd be able to describe half as
well as if you guys SEE for yourself. So hurray for PDF!

And a big plus (considering the length of some of these chapters) is that I can add bookmarks
so you guys can navigate the story more effectively without having to rely on CTRL+F. Even
better, depending what PDF viewing program you use, you may even be able to add your
own bookmarks.

Well that's about it for now. Enjoy Chapter Eight and be sure to let me know what you think
by sending email to: adriananderson587@gmail.com

Important:
I have decided to delete my Yahoo group for personal reasons. As such please don't bother to
try joining or sending posts there through email – it'll soon be gone.

